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But more disappointments were to follow and at one time their situation
seemed truly desperate. At last a solution was found and at 5.30pm they stood
on the summit of the Taeschhorn. At 5.30am the next morning they reached
the little inn at Randa after a freezing bivouac above the tree-line. They were
wet through and worn out, but nothing mattered-the Teufelsgrat was theirs.
In his book 'My Climbs in the Alps and Caucasus' Mummery insisted that his
wife should write the chapter on their ascent of the Teufelsgrat-a perfect tri
bute and one well-deserved.

In the 1890s the position of women in the mountain world was considerably
enhanced by Miss Lily Bristow who made history as the only woman included
on a rope of famous members of the Alpine Club. In 1892 with Mummery and
Ellis Carr she made a guideless N-S traverse of the Grand Charmoz; the next
year she did the N ridge of the Zinal Rothorn guideless with Mummery and
followed this up with yet another guideless expedition-the Italian
ridge of the Matterhorn, making the descent by the same route on a rope
with Mummery, Collie and Hastings. In the same year, with Mummery, Hastings,
Slingsby and Collie she did the Petit Dru guideless, leading herself as far as the
gendarme. This is one of the earliest recorde_d instances of a woman leading on
a rope composed of men.

In 1894 with her guides she made the first descent of the Z'mutt ridge of the
Matterhorn. In 1895 came the climb which crowned her career and brought her
undying fame-the second traverse of the Grepon guideless with Mummery,
Hastings, Slingsby, Collie and Brodie and thus she achieved the honour of
being the first lady to stand on the summit of the Grepon.

(To be continued)

Antipodean ventures
11. The Snowy Mountains
J. G. R. Harding

Eight months after landfall in Perth we moved en famille to Canberra and the
Eastern States in search of greener pastures. Canberra itself lies high in a bowl
surrounded by hills. The Federal capital which was born of an unresolved
rivalry between Sydney and Melbourne was for long a Cinderella and has
burgeoned only in the last 2 decades. Australia's major cities cling umbilically
to the seaboard but Canberra has struck inland and at 1800 ft has 6 months
of frost and the occasional snow-fall. The city's outstanding attribute is its
proximity to the Snowy Mountains, Australia's highest range and barely 3
hours' drive away. The Snowys have recognisably Alpine features and com
prise the only area on the Australian mainland with evidence of former
glaciation. Their culmination is known as the Main Range, which has 6 distinct
peaks of over 7000 ft and nine others over 6000 ft in an area no bigger than
the Cairngorms. Indeed, for those who enjoy such comparisons there are
curious similarities between the 2 ranges. Certainly, the Snowys have little
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to rival the great cirques, glens and lochs of the Cairngorms but they share
the common architecture of granite plateaux, a sense of isolation and, on
occasion, the vilest weather. For climbing 'simpliciter' the Snowys are dis
appointing. There are a few short outcrops but their scope is limited and from
Canberra, Boroomba Rocks, barely 30 miles away, gives better value and granite
routes of up to 350 ft. Boroomba was a popular venue with the Australian

ational niversity Mountaineering Club with which I ingratiated myself. In
the way of Australian spOrt, climbing is not undertaken lightly but the atmo
sphere was friendly and the spirit pioneering.

The climbing history of the Snowys is quickly told though in the best
Alpine traditions, the first ascent of its highest peak, Kosciusko (2229 m)
is disputed. Kosciusko has an un-Australian ring; ill fact, the word is Polish,
as were the rival contenders for its crown. The unresolved question is whether
its first ascent was made by the celebrated botanist and explorer Count
Strzelecki in 1840, or whether the Count's compatriot Doctor Lhotsky had
already stolen a march on him in 1834. Both ascents were feats for that or
any other day, for the approach marches through virtually untrammelled
country involved interminable bush whacking. The argument rumbles on in
certain circles but although Strzelecki's choice of 'Kosciusko'-commemorating
the burial mound of a Polish patriot in Cracow which Strzelecki unflatteringly
fancied the mountain resembled-has generally been preferred to Lhotsky's
'Mount King William the Fourth'; the significant passages of Lhotsky's journals
were either lost or suppressed and his claims ignored officially. The better
Australian view is that both Kosciusko and Townsend, incontestably the finer
mountain but lower by 63 ft, were in any event climbed by indigenous white
stockmen years before either Lhotsky or Strzelecki appeared on the scene.

But in this land of heat, drought and sand, the glory of the Snowys is that
they maintain a snow cover for all but the hottest months of summer. 1970
was a bumper year in this respect, with 10 months of snow and pockets of it
40 ft deep. Annual precipitation on the Main Range is the highest on the
mainland outside the tropical zone and reaches over 100 in on Kosciusko. The
heaviest precipitation falls on the W side of the range blowing in from the SW
from across the dry Riverina, rather than on the E Pacific slopes as might be
expected. But because of excessively high mid-summer temperatures there is
no permanent snow, and snow routes as such are restricted to the odd gully on
Townsend's Geehi face. The phenomenon of snow in Australia has given rise
to some curious local statistics. Thus, as winter snow can lie along an arc of
300 miles from Mt. Buller (1807 m) in Victoria to Mt Bimberi (1912 m) in the
Australian Capital Territory, ski brochures credit Australia with more snow
cover than Switzerland.

Australia's claim to a special place in skiing history has more substance.
Thus, in the 1870s, long before the British popularised 'Downhill' in Switzerland
and even before the introduction of Norwegian skis to the Alps, Australians
were already skiing competitively. These pioneers were orwegian goldminers
who founded the 'Snow Shoe Club' at Kiandra in 1878 thus predating the
earliest Alpine Ski Club by over a decade. Kiandra was then a gold rush town
of over 15,000 inhabitants. ow it has 11 and most of these are hard to find.
After this brilliant start, the sport languished. Ski touring mustered a following
from the 1920s onwards but the first stirrings of a Downhill boom only came
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in 1944 with the creation of the 2100 square mile Kosciusko National Park.
Five years on in 1949 came the Snowy Mountains Scheme whose twin objects
were to divert water inland to irrigate the Riverina and provide Eastern Austra
lia with electricity. All this has been achieved by a complex of dams and tunnels
enhancing rather than detracting from the Snowys and providing Australians
with their finest engineering project to date.

Prior to the Scheme, the Snowys were virtually inaccessible and unmapped.
With new roads and an influx of Central Europeans came a new generation of
skiers and an indigenous ski boom. Of the numerous resorts which have sprung
up Thredbo takes pride of place, a model 'Alpine' village well ordered and
designed. Although its setting lacks high mountain drama and the skiing is
modest by European standards with no runs exceeding 2000 ft vertical descent,
the FIS 'International' is unquestionably steep and in this land where energies
are sensibly husbanded for extra office activities, parallel turns are de rigeur.
Again, the obvious comparison is with the Cairngorms with Snow Gums re
placing Scots Pine. But the Snowy's ambience is more cosmopolitan, the
couture has more chic and snow-fall is heavier and more predictable. Australian
ski resorts are amongst the most expensive iD the world. Perversely, this is a
source of pride but with the scope for piste skiing somewhat restricted 'lang
lauf' has become the vogue. This is the ideal technique for exploring the un
dulating country which makes up so much of the Range but for tours of the
higher peaks, downhill skis and equipment provide better sport. A current
problem is now to find leather boots, touring bindings and skins.

The outstanding 7000 ft peaks-Kosciusko, Townsend, Twynam and
Carruthers-are all accessible from the centres of Thredbo or Guthega as one
or 2-day ski touring expeditions. My usual companion of these forays was a
colleague at the Canberra College of Advanced Education, Hugh Mahon, a
self-deprecating academic statistician of impeccable temperament. Hugh's
other speciality was bush whacking which had included an apprenticeship in
Tasmania whose 20 ft high horizontal bush even the Australians grudgingly
acknowledge as troublesome. If the quality of our adventures in the Snowys
fell short of the heroic they still hold for me the romance of discovering new
country. And in the course of 6 separate visits covering 10 days between May
and November 1970, I recall only one when the sun shone bright and the skies
were of that brilliant blue you come to accept as your due in Australia.

The excursion best remembered was our first together when for us the
Main Range above the ski runs of Thredbo was still terra incognita. From
Thredbo we would traverse the spine of the Snowys; climb Kosciusko and
Townsend on skis and hole up for a night at the Lake Albina hut perched on
the outer rim of the Range 7 miles away. At the outset, our problem was
equipment. In the prevailing craze for langlauf, Canberra had forgotten about
Alpine ski touring and the equipment that went with it had become virtually
unobtainable. Hugh was already a convert to langlauf without having tried it.
He invested in the complete kit, anticipating that our venture would test it and
the mysterious waxes-subject of so much langlauf lore-upon whose correct
choice uphill progress depends. I was enthusiastic in theory but I had already
invested in a pair of wooden boards spotted in a 'Canberra Times' small ad.
These were evidently a Kiandra model for they dispensed with metal edges.
Nowhere could I find skins to complete the outfit but a local expert assured
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me that in Australian snow conditions these were an anachronism and I took
this assurance as an excuse to rely on Hugh's waxes.

Four and a half hours after leaving Canberra on 12 September we were
atop the Thredbo chair lift following the example of the only other skiers in
sight, langlaufers of course, furiously waxing our skis. After they glided away
across the snow with a vigorous poling action, the coast was clear for us to
make less confident progress towards a hump some 4 miles distant which we
knew must be Kosciusko. This mountain goes one worse than Snowdon in
having a track up it which in summer is just motorable. Winter upgrades this
to a snow-plod but at the onset of the first gradient, we discovered that the

39 The Snowy Mountains. Photo: j. R. G. Hardillg

one wax missing from Hugh's cache was that which conditions demanded. This
reverse did not deny us our goal but took us almost 2 hours to achieve it. The
roof of Australia was something of an anticlimax for as Strzelecki himself
must have realised, the mountain lacks distinction. But at least we had it to
ourselves and the views were prodigious. From here the Snowys appeared as an
island lapped by the waves of a forest sea. Undulating crests, deepening in
shade from emerald to indigo, receded to a horizon delimited only to the SW
by the delicate white line of the Victorian Alps 100 miles away.

Descent from this high point took us through powder snow, ice and 'sas
trugi' in rapid succession by untried techniques. A successful passage would
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have required at least metal-edged skis or exceptionallanglauf proficiency.
We had neither. Circumstances rather than volition accomplished divergent
lines of descent and by different methods. Reunited at last in the trough of
the valley, a conversion to traditional methods had painfully been accom
plished. Kosciusko was now some 2 miles behind us and Townsend less than 2
in front, its summit barely 1000 ft above. With daylight enough in hand our
second ascent that day was surely a formality. But here was a mountain of
character and as the pale afternoon sun picked out the icefields that glinted
on its flanks, it crossed both our minds that though we might easily get up it,
there was then the prospect of a really fast uncontrolled descent to follow. As
visibility deteriorated, I managed an unpremeditated dead drop over an
incipient bergschrund temporarily losing contact with Hugh. We took this as
an omen and, having agreed to save Townsend for the morrow, as a soft option
reconnoitred the upper reaches of Lady Northcote's Canyon. This gorge, one
of the more spectacular features of the Snowys, plunges 4500 ft from the lip
of Lake Albina to the bottom of the Geehi Valley and supports a variety of
one way only ski-runs.

The Albina hut nestled in a classic glacier cirque overlooking a frozen lake.
From its doorway we watched the last party due in descend Townsend in
close formation and fading light. They had Alpine equipment and regarded
langlauf in this part of the Range as an aberration. Apart from ourselves, the
hut housed one party from Sydney and another from Melbourne, the former
up for the weekend, the latter for a fortnight. Weekend 'piste bashing' from
Sydney involves virtually 2 night drives and a round trip of over 600 miles. To
superimpose on this a night at the Albina hut illustrated a masochistic quirk
in the Sydney character. But as is usually the way in Australia, the wine flowed
copiously, bruises were forgotten and soon we were all firm friends.

After a cold and uncomfortable night, morning approached with the weather
brewing up for something special. We broke cover at 09.00hrs to meet a blizzard
of Antarctic origins and aspirations. Townsend was abandoned. We ignored
our companions' well meant and sensible advice, took a compass bearing on
Thredbo and for the best part of that day marched blind towards it across the
cold pole of Australia. So numbing and noisy was the snow blown wind that
conversation deserted us until brief refuge was taken at the miniscule Seaman
Hut whose 3 occupants were sitting it out huddled together in sleeping bags. We
noted the plaque commemorating the late Laurie Seaman who perished in a
blizzard in 1928 and promptly blundered onto a false start. After rediscovering
the location of the hut to take a fresh bearing we floundered on through the
storm in Indian file. Occasionally, a solitary granite tor would start up through
the tearing rags of mist but all else was featureless in that roaring white-out. Five
hours after leaving the Albina hut we reached the edge of the plateau, dropped
out of the wind and slid gently downwards through silent groves of snow gum
most beautiful of all Alpines whose bark turns through red, brown, green, grey
and white as the season progresses. Far below, the lights of Thredbo were
already lit. And when we reached the village it was to find the lifts closed and
reports of 50 ft of snow in the Perisher Valley.

To redeem outselves, we earmarked a public holiday 2 weeks hence to
attempt Townsend from another direction. This approach, via Guthega and
the headwaters of the Snowy River, is longer and wilder than that from
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Thredbo. But by now, Hugh had exchanged his langlauf ski for downhill and
both of us had procured skins from Fritz Staumberger, an Austrian emigre
mountaineer and skier who ran a ski shop in Canberra and relived Alpine
days for those with an ear for them. We left Canberra at dawn. In the National
Park a heavy snow-fall the night before had transformed the forest. With the
bark of the snow gums the colour of the snow itself, nothing blemished what
had become a fairyland veiled in white. The scene seemed set for great deeds
but the 5-hour drive handicapped our start. We took almost an hour finding a
snow bridge by which to cross the Snowy River and it was already mid
afternoon when from the summit of Twynam (2196 m), the third peak of
Australia, we again sighted our quarry. Straight as the Kookaburra flies, 4
miles of broken ground still separated us from Townsend. On skis it would be
considerably further than that: we should be lucky to reach it before dark.
Withdrawal was inevitable. As if to confirm the wisdom of our discretion black,
baggy clouds now massed the tops. Turning our backs once again on the elusive
Townsend we began a long, swooping descent to the Snowy River to reach
the car at dusk after 7! hours on ski.

As the 1970 skiing season and the year itself drew to a close so too was our
time in Australia running out. The slow boat to England took 6 weeks and to
avoid so much ungainful idleness it was agreed that I would fly home while
my wife and children sailed. My quid pro quo was a week's stop-off in New
Zealand with the object of climbing Mount Cook.

As the departure date, 21 November, approached the memory of two failures
on Townsend back in September compounded doubts as to my fitness to take
a stab at Cook. In October my wife had given birth to our third daughter.
Since then my one outing had been a solo ski ascent of Carruthers (2145 m)
achieved at the expense of a night in the car in the National Park to ensure
a dawn start and good snow. But in the course of our various post mortems
Hugh and I had almost convinced ourselves that our Townsend reversals were
attributable to reliance on skis. On foot we would surely be irresistible. To
play fair and provide me with a curtain-raiser for Cook, we decided to climb
the mountain by the so-called Townsend Spur. Although we could find no
literature about it nor anyone who had done it, this had the reputation of being
the longest and most spectacular ridge in the Snowys. The Spur formed the
W flank of Lady Northcote's Canyon into which we had already taken a peek
but neither from there nor from Twynam had the ridge itself been visible.
Evidently, it ran up from the bottom of the Geehi Valley on the far side of
the range from Thredbo taking in 5300 ft of altitude and the gamut of the
Snowys' flora. From the tree ferns and blanket leaves of the rain forest, through
glades of Peppermint, Red Stringy Bark and Alpine Ash it would cJimb to the
Snow Gums of the tree line and thence merge into the summit snow fields.
Times up and down were a matter for conjecture. The round trip would involve
a 300 mile drive and the only available weekend was my last in Australia im
mediately following the Friday the family sailed from Sydney for England.

There were then 2 set-backs to the Grand Design. The first was Hugh's
withdrawal. His place was filled by Terry Birtles, a cartographer and Head of
the Geography Department. As a bushwacker, Terry was an unknown quantity
to me. But his academic qualifications eminently matched the project and his
camping equipment was immaculate. The second was a disastrously late start.
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Having driven 340 miles to and from Sydney the previous day to catch the
boat, I staggered into Canberra on Saturday morning at 04.00. The aftermath
of this was all. 30hrs start from Canberra and arrival at our roadhead 4!
hours later at 16.00hrs. ow for the first time the veil was lifted from tne
mysterious Townsend Spur. From a vantage point high up on the opposite
side of the Geehi Valley it faced us squarely and confidently. Emerging un
hurriedly from the dark hued forests which cluster its skirts, it braced itself
as it penetrated the cooler mountain air then surged powerfully upwards by a
stepped ridge swathed in vegetation. Once above the snow-line it vanished
into the mist. Our original schedule had become an irrelevance but with what
was left of the day we could still drop swiftly to the Geehi River 1000 ft
below, cross it and then climb what the map plainly marked as a track to an
abandoned Snowy Mountains Scheme camp site 1500 ft up the Spur. This left
barely 4000 ft to go for the summit the following day.

But factors for which no proper allowance had been made were the re
generative qualities of the rain forest and the size of Terry's sack. At the outset
we were unable to fathom what had happened to the path the map showed as
running down to the river. A little way dow~ it dawned that we must already
be on it but so overgrown had it become as to be unrecognisable as such.
Abandoning this for the quick way down via a precipitous runnel sprouting 40 ft
high tree ferns, it was here that Terry's sack, stuffed with equipment for every
contingency, began to foul everything that came its way. Standards were falling
short of those of textbook bushwhacking and the anticipated lightning descent
took close on I! hours. Unexpectedly, we emerged from the forest at precisely
the place marked on the map as having a foot-bridge across the river. But all
that remained of this was a faded sign-'Danger. One person to cross at a time
only'. We waded thigh deep through the Geehi and spent the next 30 minutes
trying to pick up the trail which should have led up the Spur to our bivouac
site. But the going here was reminiscent of that in the Stirlings. The forest was
matted and intractable and of a path there was no trace. The search continued
until twilight. With this came the rain and the realisation that if our real ad
versary was the Australian bush the venture could never succeed at this rate.

Lamely a retreat was sounded and with this the tempo changed from Adagio
to Allegretto. We forced the swollen Geehi just before it could gather momentum.
On the home bank Terry sat down to recover on a nest of soldier ants. This
interlude appreciably quickened his march rate through the obstacles and un
mentionable undergrowth of the thicketed slopes above. As darkness fell the
noise of the rain crescendoed and water cascaded down from all angles. Incred
ibly, the one indispensable piece of equipment, a torch, had been left in the
car. When Terry trod on a snake the gap between us closed but by now speed
was no longer of the essence and in any event, it was impossible to see anything.
Progress was achieved by what the Army used to call the 'Ghost Walk'-that
system of tentative hand and foot waving once taught as a preparation for
night patrolling. Indications that the overgrown track had been reached were
when the ground abruptly levelled off. The landward side was bounded by a
bank but on the river side the ground fell away steeply and it was over this side
that Terry fell. A potentially long drop was checked by a providential trench
just below the lip of the slope and his only damage was a strained ankle. At
around 21.00hrs we blundered into the car and cooked an alfresco meal, too
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sodden to care any more about the rain. Post-prandial activity was confined to
a search for Terry's US Everest Expedition sleeping bag shed some way down
the trail. All this produced was a prodigious catch of leeches which festooned
Terry's arms and legs and postponed bedtime by another hour. Next morning
I awoke from my second successive night in the back of a car to find that the
rain had turned to hail. Neither of us mentioned the Townsend Spur. We
spent the best part of the morning searching for the missing sleeping bag re
tracing our steps even as far as the river. It eventually turned up just short of
the car.

And so the last stab at Townsend ended in a shambles. Many months later
Hugh Mahon wrote to say that during a long weekend he and another had
turned back within a few hundred feet of the summit. Technically, the Spur
is no more than a scramble. Its difficulties are those which confront any bush
whacker who ventures into the robust and prolific vegetation that protects the
bare bones of the Great Dividing Range. Thrice baulked on Townsend at least
we had the satisfaction of learning something about its several facets and various
moods. For me it still represents a fringe of unsatisfied curiosity perhaps some
far-off day to be resolved.

Nuptse 1975
Jon Fleming

(The aims of the British-Nepalese Army Expedition, 1975, were to climb Nuptse, to test
food, equipment, oxygen apparatus and personnel at high altitudes and to select a team
to attempt Mount Everest in the pre-Monsoon period of 1976. A total party of 31 was
assembled at an acclimatising camp at Dingboche by Good Friday and soon afterwards
Base Camp was established at 5200 m in a hollow between the lateral moraine of the
Nuptse glacier and a ridge of rocky turrets.)

By 3 April, having moved up to occupy Base Camp, Armstrong and I were
ready to reconnoitre the route to and across the Nuptse Glacier to find a suit
able place for the Dump. It was noticeably colder in the mornings at this
height (5200 m); by 07.50 we were on our way. We took with us some fluor
escent marker flags and one high-altitude ration box. It was a pleasant route up
to the place where we had to cross the glacier; gently sloping, walking on
juniper, with fine views all around us. After 1i hours we came to the place
where we turned right and dropped down into the boulder field. For the next
2 hours we worked hard making the route to the other side of the glacier;
clambering up loose scree, tiptoeing over large boulders, dodging falling rocks.
At strategic points along the route we would position a marker flag so as not
to lose the way on our return. As the day wore on so the sun got hotter and
the glare from the white boulders became ever more intense. None too soon
we reached the high point of the crossing and began the slow descent to the
E side of the glacier. Here we expected to find a suitable place to establish the
Dump. However there was no obvious site and since we were so near to the
central ridge we decided to press on and see if we could establish a Camp instead.
The chaotic boulder field soon gave way to snow, now rather mushy as it was
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